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ABSTRACT

Globally averaged surface air temperatures in some decades show rapid increases (accelerated warming

decades), and in other decades there is no warming trend (hiatus decades). A previous study showed that the

net energy imbalance at the top of the atmosphere of about 1Wm22 is associated with greater increases of

deep ocean heat content below 750m during the hiatus decades, while there is little globally averaged surface

temperature increase or warming in the upper ocean layers. Here the authors examine processes involved

with accelerated warming decades and address the relative roles of external forcing from increasing green-

house gases and internally generated decadal climate variability associated with interdecadal Pacific oscil-

lation (IPO). Model results from the Community Climate System Model, version 4 (CCSM4), show that

accelerated warming decades are characterized by rapid warming of globally averaged surface air tempera-

ture, greater increases of heat content in the upper ocean layers, and less heat content increase in the deep

ocean, opposite to the hiatus decades. In addition to contributions from processes potentially linked to

Antarctic BottomWater (AABW) formation and the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC),

the positive phase of the IPO, adding to the response to external forcing, is usually associatedwith accelerated

warming decades. Conversely, hiatus decades typically occur with the negative phase of the IPO, when

warming from the external forcing is overwhelmed by internally generated cooling in the tropical Pacific.

Internally generated hiatus periods of up to 15 years with zero global warming trend are present in the future

climate simulations. This suggests that there is a chance that the current observed hiatus could extend for

several more years.

1. Introduction

Previous studies have noted that during the first de-

cade of the twenty-first century, globally averaged sur-

face air temperatures showed a near-zero warming

trend—termed a hiatus decade (Easterling and Wehner

2009; Katsman and van Oldenborgh 2011; Meehl et al.

2011). However, there has been an ongoing net energy

imbalance at the top of the atmosphere of about 0.5–

1Wm22 (Hansen et al. 2005; Trenberth 2009), and the

speculation is that this energy is likely going into the

deep ocean where there are few measurements for

verification (Trenberth 2009; Trenberth et al. 2009;

Trenberth and Fasullo 2010; Loeb et al. 2012). Obser-

vational datasets derived from the Argo float data and

other sources indicate a slowing of the rate of ocean heat

content above about 700m during the early 2000s when

there was little trend in globally averaged surface tem-

peratures (Levitus et al. 2009, 2012; Lyman et al. 2010).

Such hiatus periods with little or no surface warming
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trend are relatively common occurrences in observa-

tions and in climate model simulations (Easterling and

Wehner 2009; Knight et al. 2009; Santer et al. 2011;

Katsman and van Oldenborgh 2011; Meehl et al. 2011).

Suggestions that significant heat could be sequestered in

the subsurface ocean on decadal time scales (e.g.,

Purkey and Johnson 2010; Song and Colberg 2011;

Palmer et al. 2011; Levitus et al. 2012; Guemas et al.

2013; Watanabe et al. 2013; Balmaseda et al. 2013) are

consistent with an analysis of a global coupled climate

model, which showed that, during hiatus decades in the

model, the deep ocean layers did indeed warm at

a greater rate than the surface layers (Meehl et al. 2011).

That study went on to identify three processes that could

contribute to the deep ocean heat content increases

during hiatus decades, two having to do with reduced

deep ocean mixing associated with a weakening of the

Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC)

and reduced Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) forma-

tion and one having to do with an internally generated

mode of decadal variability in the Pacific basin called the

interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO) in its negative

phase when tropical Pacific SSTs are below normal

(Power et al. 1999; Meehl and Hu 2006; Meehl et al.

2010; Dai 2013; Meehl and Arblaster 2011, 2012).

While Katsman and vanOldenborgh (2011) suggested

a role for variability in the planetary imbalance in the

context of present-day variability, the relative importance

of forced variations (e.g., solar variability, volcanoes,

and anthropogenic aerosols) versus internal variability

was not quantified. In contrast, here, as in Meehl et al.

(2011), our focus is on simulations in which decadal

variability is driven largely by internal variations, rather

than the rapid changes in forcing that were implicit in

the Katsman and van Oldenborgh study. Another single

model analysis (Palmer et al. 2011) showed that decadal

trends in SST in a preindustrial control run are only

weakly indicative of the changes in the planetary imbal-

ance that govern ocean heat content, echoing the main

conclusions of the present paper elaborated on below.

While it is unclear how the variability in ocean uptake

during the transient adjustment of the system to forcing

is related to variability in the equilibrium run analyzed

by Palmer et al., differences between the Community

Climate System Model, version 4 (CCSM4), analyzed

here, and theMet Office model, assessed in Palmer et al.

(2011), may also explain what seems to be a minor dis-

crepancy of a weak (rather than insignificant) role for

top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation variations.

The Meehl et al. (2011) study raised several questions

that we address here. First, what is happening during

decades that are opposite to the hiatus decades, when

globally averaged surface air temperatures rapidlywarm?

Second, there appears to be a large internally generated

component to the hiatus decades, but this variability is

occurring while increasing greenhouse gases (GHGs)

should make the system want to warm. What is the na-

ture of the interplay between the external forcing and

the internally generated decadal time scale variability

that could produce hiatus decades and accelerated warm-

ing decades? A previous study showed that the most no-

table accelerated warming decade in the twentieth

century, the so-called mid-1970s climate shift (Trenberth

and Hurrell 1994; Wang and An 2001), was a product of

a warming contribution from the increase of GHGs added

to warming of the tropical Pacific from a positive phase of

the IPO (Meehl et al. 2009). Meanwhile, the transition of

the IPO from positive to negative phase in the late 1990s

(Chen et al. 2008; Burgman et al. 2008; Feng et al. 2010;

Dai 2013; Meehl and Arblaster 2012) was associated with

a hiatus of global warming (Meehl et al. 2011). It is this

interaction of externally forced response and internally

generated decadal time scale variability in the Pacific that

we examine in this paper to study the relative contribu-

tions to both hiatus and accelerated warming decades.

Understanding these processes has important implications

for prediction since such decades with either rapid climate

change or little climate change would be of interest to the

community of users of such decadal climate information.

Section 2 describes the model, experiments, and meth-

odology utilized in the paper. Section 3 contrasts the

signatures of surface climate during hiatus and acceler-

ated warming decades in the model, documents the ver-

tical distribution of heating in the ocean, and discusses the

processes involved. Section 4 includes an analysis of the

relative contributions of external forcing and internally

generated time scale variability associated with the IPO

in producing hiatus and accelerated warming decades,

and section 5 contains the conclusions.

2. The model and experiments

TheCommunityClimate SystemModel, version 4 is the

climate model analyzed here. It is a global coupled cli-

mate model with a 18, 26-level atmosphere coupled to

a 18 (down to 1/48 in the equatorial tropics), 60-level

ocean and state-of-the-art sea ice and land surface

schemes (Gent et al. 2011). The CCSM4 response to

future increases of GHGs, including the four represen-

tative concentration pathway (RCP) mitigation scenar-

ios, is described by Meehl et al. (2012). Five ensemble

members from the RCP4.5 simulations with CCSM4 are

extended from five corresponding twentieth-century

simulations and are analyzed to study hiatus and accel-

erated warming decades. The CCSM4 is well balanced in

the control run such that the net TOA energy flux is
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O(0.1Wm22). We choose to analyze results from the

RCP4.5 scenario because it has CO2 increasing at a rate

moderate enough that internally generated decadal time

scale variability can occasionally offset the forced warm-

ing and produce decades when the surface temperature

trend is slightly negative. There are also decades when

there is accelerated warming much greater than the

long-term trend. We examine a future climate scenario

rather than twentieth-century simulations because the

latter have combinations of natural and anthropogenic

forcings leading to periods of little warming in certain

time periods during the first part of the century (e.g.,

Meehl et al. 2004, 2012). In contrast, future climate

simulations offer more realizations of internally gener-

ated hiatus and accelerated warming decades in the

context of persistently positive anthropogenic forcing

from increasing GHGs.

As will be shown below, the net energy flux at the top

of the atmosphere during all decades in the RCP4.5 sim-

ulations (including hiatus decades, accelerated warming

decades, and all other decades) is about 1Wm22, in-

dicative of a net energy surplus being trapped in the

climate system. This arises mainly from forced decreases

in outgoing longwave radiation from the increases of

GHGs, in conjunction with water vapor feedback, not

allowing as much energy to escape the climate system,

while cloud feedbacks amplify thewarming (e.g., Trenberth

and Fasullo 2009). The forced energy imbalance includes

effects from increased longwave radiation from higher

temperatures. Consequently, if there are time periods

when surface temperatures are not increasing, this excess

energy must go elsewhere. Changes to the cryosphere

and land subsurface play a much smaller role than the

atmosphere and oceans in energy flows (Trenberth and

Fasullo 2010), and the potential importance of the deep

ocean in increasing heat content during hiatus decades

was shown by Meehl et al. (2011).

In terms of a computational detail, for the ocean me-

ridional overturning streamfunction calculation for the

Pacific basin north of about 308S, we subtract the Indo-

nesianThroughflow (12.6 Sv inCCSM4) (Sv[ 106m3 s21)

from the Pacific basin calculation and add that value to

the Indian basin.

3. Results

The hiatus decades were chosen byMeehl et al. (2011)

as decades with a linear trend of less than 20.088C over

a decade. Even more decades could have been selected

if the criteria would have been a zero trend over a de-

cade, but we chose decades with slightly negative trends

to provide larger signals. Thus, eight such decades from

the five ensemblemembers (eight decades out of 500 years

of simulation, averaging one every 60 yr or so) are

composited and their linear trends of surface air tem-

perature are shown in Fig. 1a.

If a criterion of zero trend in globally averaged surface

air temperatures is applied, similar to what has recently

been observed, there are 14 such decades in the RCP4.5

simulations [taking only time periods prior to 2080 after

which the forcing and corresponding temperature re-

sponse has lower magnitude (Meehl et al. 2012), thus

using 375 years of model simulations]. Additionally,

using that same criterion and time periods in the five

RCP4.5 ensemble members, there are nine instances of

11-yr zero temperature trends, six instances of 12-yr zero

temperature trends, five instances of 13-yr zero tem-

perature trends, three instances of 14-yr zero tempera-

ture trends, and one instance of a 15-yr zero temperature

trend. Thus, the occurrence of a 15-yr duration, inter-

nally generated zero temperature trend, though rare in

themodel (one event in 375 years of model simulations),

suggests that there is a chance the current observed hi-

atus could continue for several more years.

Meanwhile, seven accelerated warming decades are

chosen from the five ensemble members of RCP4.5

(seven decades out of 475 years of simulation, averaging

one every 70 yr or so) based on the criterion of a globally

averaged surface air temperature trend of greater than

or equal to 0.41K decade21 (a relatively large threshold

to isolate on the largest signals). The composites of the

linear trends of SST from those accelerated warming

FIG. 1. (a) Composite average SST linear trends (Kdecade21)

for decades when there is a hiatus of global warming as defined in

the text: stippling indicates 5% significance computed from a two-

sided t test. (b) As in (a) but for accelerated warming decades.
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decades are shown in Fig. 1b. Statistical significance is

computed from a two-sided Student’s t test (since we

have no expectation of the sign of the SST trend change)

of the hiatus or accelerated trends compared to 435

possible decadal trends across the five ensemble mem-

bers with an equivalent sample size, taking into account

autocorrelation, of 45 degrees of freedom. Similar

values are returned both when including and excluding

the hiatus and accelerated trend periods in the larger

sample. This methodology is applied to all t-test calcu-

lations in this paper. With regards to the SST patterns in

Fig. 1, visual inspection of the actual SST anomaly pat-

terns of the hiatus and accelerated warming periods

confirms the results of this test in that each hiatus period

is characterized in a recognizable way as a negative IPO

pattern and, likewise, for each accelerated warming

period as a positive IPO pattern.

What is immediately striking about the comparison

of Figs. 1a and 1b is that the patterns are nearly mirror

images of each other, with the signature of a negative

(positive) phase of the IPO in the Pacific in the hiatus

(accelerated warming) decades and the phase of the IPO

indicating the relative sign of the SST trends in the

tropical Pacific. The sign of the SST trends for both hiatus

and accelerated warming decades extends to the Atlantic

and Indian Oceans as well, with opposite sign trends in

the northwest and southwest Pacific and North Atlantic.

The composite SST trend decades have a similar en-

ergy imbalance at the top of the atmosphere, with the

hiatus decades (Fig. 2, top) and accelerated warming

decades (Fig. 2, bottom) showing an imbalance of about

1Wm22, comparable to the imbalance for all other

decades with no significant difference between them.

Therefore, in all decades there is about 1Wm22 being

directed into the climate system, and the planet is warm-

ing. If all of the heat from this energy imbalance were

directed into the oceans, this would amount to about

16.09 3 1022 J decade21.

To identify the associated distribution of heat content

trends in the ocean for hiatus and accelerated warming

decades, Fig. 2 shows globally averaged 10-yr ocean heat

content trends for three layers in the global ocean, the

upper 300, 300–750, and 750m to the bottom of the

ocean for hiatus (Fig. 2, top) and accelerated warming

decades (Fig. 2, bottom). The 750-m level was chosen for

reasons of historical observations.

Nonoverlapping error bars in Fig. 2, defined as 61.86

standard error, are used to show statistical significance

at the 5% level, as inMeehl et al. (2011). Nonoverlapping

error bars imply rejection of the null hypothesis in the

one-sided formal t test in addition to the formal t test

based on the difference between two means. To dem-

onstrate this, we define X2 and X1 as the two mean

quantities computed from the two sets of n5 5 ensemble

members. Standard error is defined as

S1[
ffiffiffiffiffi
S21

q
5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�(X1i 2X1)

2

n2 1

s
,

where i runs from 1 to n, and S2 is similarly defined.

For the case when X2 . X1, consistent with expecta-

tions of a warmer ocean and, thus, the use of the one-

sided t test,X2 andX1 are significantly different because,

by applying the nonoverlapping error bar criterion,

X22 1:86S2.X11 1:86S1 .

That can be written as

X22X1. 1:86(S11 S2) . (1)

By the definition of S1 and S2, since

FIG. 2. (top) Composite mean global linear trends for decades

when there is a hiatus of global warming, as defined in the text (red

bars), and mean linear trends for all other decades (green bars) for

TOA net radiation at left (Wm22, positive values denote net en-

ergy entering the system). The right part of the figure depicts de-

cadal trends of global ocean heat content (1023 J decade21) for the

upper ocean (surface to 300m) and two deeper ocean layers (300–

750 and 750–3000m) for the composite hiatus decades (red bars)

and average for all other decades (green bars); error bars denote

5% significance. (bottom) As in (top) but for accelerated warming

decades.
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S11 S2 $
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S21 1S22

q
,

Eq. (1) therefore implies

X22X1$ 1:86
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S21 1S22

q
,

which indicates rejection of the null hypothesis in a one-

sided t test at the 5% level since the 95% quantile of

a Student’s t test with eight degrees of freedom for the

hiatus decades is 1.86. For the accelerated warming de-

cades, this value is 1.89.

As for the SST trends in Fig. 1, the hiatus decades and

accelerated warming decades show nearly opposite re-

sults, as noted above. The upper 300-m layer has a signif-

icantly lower magnitude heat content trend (no overlap

of the error bars indicating significance at the 5% level),

with a value of11.73 1022 J decade21, a reduction of 60%

compared to the average trend over all 10-yr time periods

for the five ensemble members of14.23 1022 J decade21.

However, in the deeper layers of the global ocean for

hiatus decades in Fig. 2 (top), the heat content trends are

greater than in other decades. For the 300–750-m layer,

the composite global average is 18% larger [15.8 versus

14.9 (31022 J decade21)] and, for the layer below 750m,

the composite global average is 19% larger (18.03 1022

compared to 16.7 3 1022 J decade21). The error bar

ranges do not overlap for either layer, again indicating

these differences are statistically significant at the 5% level.

However, for the accelerated warming decades in

Fig. 2 (bottom), the heat content trends are opposite to

those for the hiatus decades in Fig. 2 (top). Where there

was a reduction in upper ocean layer heat content trends

in the hiatus decades in Fig. 2 (top), there is a statistically

significant increase in heat content trend in the upper

300-m layer of 17.0 3 1022 J decade21 for accelerated

warming decades. This is an increase of 56% compared

to 14.5 3 1022 Jdecade21 for all other decades. Mean-

while, there is a statistically significant reduction of heat

content trends in the deeper ocean layers in accelerated

warming decades (Fig. 2, bottom) compared to increased

heat content trends in those layers for the hiatus decades

(Fig. 2, top). For the 300–750-m layer, accelerated warm-

ing decade heat content trends are reduced 16% from

15.03 1022 for all decades to14.23 1022 Jdecade21 for

accelerated warming decades. Similarly for the deepest

layer from 750m to the ocean bottom, the accelerated

warming decade trend is15.03 1022 compared to16.83
1022 J decade21 for all other decades, a reduction of 26%.

A breakdown of ocean heat content trends by basin

(shown for the hiatus decades by Meehl et al. 2011) in-

dicates similar outcomes for the accelerated warming

decades (not shown) to the global numbers shown in

Fig. 2, with opposite trend differences to the hiatus de-

cades. Thus, for the accelerated warming decades, there

are greater heat content trends in the surface layers

compared to all other decades and significantly reduced

heat content trends in the deepest layers in all basins,

with the largest reduction of 25% in the Southern

Ocean, suggestive of an increase of AABW formation in

accelerated warming decades. There is also a reduction

of 15% in the Atlantic, indicative of an increased North

Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation, and a stron-

ger AMOC there, as discussed further below.

The long-term climatological average of annual-mean

ocean meridional overturning streamfunction in the

CCSM4 is shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, where positive

streamfunction contours indicate clockwise flow and

negative streamfunction contours are counterclockwise.

The subtropical cells (STCs), which are dominant mainly

in thePacific (e.g.,Klinger andMarotzke 2000;McPhaden

and Zhang 2002, 2004), are shown by the largest opposite-

sign streamfunction values above about 700m between

roughly 358N and 358S with upward flow near the equator

and convergence and downward flow near 358N; the

AMOC is represented as greatest positive values near

408N at 1000m depth and sinking north of about 458N.

The Ekman divergence in the SouthernOcean near 608S
is shown by maximum positive values centered near 508S,
while the AABW formation is indicated by negative

values poleward of about 658S and negative values below

;3000m that extend into the Northern Hemisphere.

Composite trends for the hiatus and accelerated

warming decadal trends for meridional overturning

streamfunction averaged over the Pacific basin for the

layer above ;700m (Figs. 3c,d; note the difference in

vertical scale compared to Figs. 3a,b) show opposite-sign

trend anomalies between hiatus and accelerated warm-

ing decades. Positive trend values from about the equator

to 408N, and mostly negative values from the equator

to ;358S in the hiatus decades in Fig. 3c, indicate an

anomalous strengthening of the STCs in the Pacific

(McPhaden and Zhang 2004), while anomalies of op-

posite sign for the accelerated warming decades show

a weakening of the STCs (McPhaden and Zhang 2002)

in Fig. 3d. For the hiatus decades, this produces stronger

upward vertical motion near the equator, bringing more

cool water to the surface there and negative decadal

temperature trends in the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 1a),

while weaker STCs in the accelerated warming decades

produce the opposite effect. For the hiatus decades,

greater convergence near the subtropics of each hemi-

sphere downwells warm water (e.g., positive decadal

temperature trends from about 308 to 458N and south of

308S in Fig. 3e), while weaker STCs in the accelerated

warming decades reduce downwelling, producing cooling
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FIG. 3. (a),(b) Zonal mean long-term average global ocean meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv) from

CCSM4. Composite linear trend anomalies for (c) hiatus decades and (d) acceleratedwarming decades relative to the

ensemble mean linear trends of other decades for meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv decade21) for the

upper Pacific Ocean (note different vertical scale from (a). (e),(f) As in (c),(d) but for zonal mean temperature

(8C decade21) for the Pacific Ocean. Meridional overturning streamfunction trends (Sv decade21) for the Atlantic

Ocean for (g) hiatus decades and (h) accelerated warming decades. (i),(j) As in (e),(f) but for the Atlantic.

Stippling in all panels indicates 5% significance computed from a two-sided t test.
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to 2000m (Fig. 3f). For the hiatus decades, there is mostly

small amplitude warming south of 608S, spreading equa-

torward at depth (Fig. 3e), suggestive of a weakening of

AABW formation. The accelerated warming decades

(Fig. 3f) show the opposite, with negative temperature

trends south of 608S and at depth, spreading equatorward,
indicative of stronger AABW formation.

In the North Atlantic for the hiatus decades, the

composite streamfunction (Fig. 3g) shows a mostly

negative trend, implying a weakening of the deep con-

vection with less subduction of cold surface waters, in-

directly inducing a warming effect in the subsurface and

deep ocean in the Atlantic (Brady and Otto-Bliesner

2011). For the accelerated warming decades there is an

opposite sign of the streamfunction anomalies (Fig. 3h),

suggestive of a stronger AMOC, as evidenced by nega-

tive temperature trends down to about 3000m (Fig. 3j).

The negative zonal mean temperature trends south of

608S and at depth (Fig. 3j) are again indicative of a pos-

sible strengthening of AABW formation.

Though the composites show the net contributions

from the three processes noted above (AABW forma-

tion, AMOC, and STCs associated with the IPO), ex-

amination of each of the hiatus and accelerated warming

decades shows contributions from each process. For

example, the hiatus decades show that three of those

decades have contributions from all three processes,

three have more dominant contributions from two of the

three, and two have a stronger contribution from one of

the processes. The accelerated warming decades are

comparable with one of those decades having contribu-

tions from all three processes, one decade has a stronger

contribution from two out of three, and five have one out

of three. However, of the three processes, the STCs as-

sociated with the IPO have the most consistent contri-

bution to the hiatus and accelerated warming decades.

Figure 4 shows differences in mixed layer depth (me-

ters) for composite hiatus minus accelerated warming

decades for high latitudes of the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres. Negative differences in the Labrador Sea

in March (Fig. 4, top) and in the Weddell Sea in Sep-

tember (Fig. 4, bottom) indicate shallower mixed layer

depth maxima, indicative of reduced deep convection

and weakened AMOC and AABW formation in those

locations for hiatus decades: the opposite occurs for

accelerated warming decades, consistent with the tem-

perature differences discussed above in Fig. 3.

4. External forcing and internally generated
variability

The external forcing from increasingGHGs is positive

throughout the model simulations and could be expected

to produce mostly warming of the global climate system

(Meehl et al. 2012). However, the interaction of the

response to this external forcing with internally gener-

ated variability is particularly evident in the manifesta-

tion of regional patterns of surface temperature change

in the Pacific. For example, Meehl et al. (2009) ad-

dressed the relative contributions of external forcing

mainly from increasing GHGs and internally generated

variability from the IPO in the mid-1970s climate shift.

They noted that the SST pattern from the internally

generated IPO, quantified from a long unforced control

run with the Parallel Climate Model (PCM) as the first

EOF of low-pass filtered SSTs, was not independent from

the SST pattern from external forcing (quantified as the

secondEOFof an ensemble average of twentieth-century

FIG. 4. Differences in maximum mixed layer depth (m) for

composite hiatus minus accelerated warming decades for high

latitudes of the (top) Northern and (bottom) Southern Hemi-

spheres. Negative differences in the Labrador Sea in March and in

the Weddell Sea in September indicate weakened AMOC and

AABW formation in those locations.
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all-forcings simulations). Thus, they inferred relative

contributions using a regression-based technique and

determined that the mid-1970s shift had about equal

contributions from the tropical Pacific warming attrib-

uted to the IPO transitioning on its own from a negative

to positive phase, combined with the warming from in-

creasingGHGs. That example was an attempt to explain

an observed accelerated warming period.

Though it was discussed in Fig. 3 (and by Meehl et al.

2011) that at least three sets of regional processes (as-

sociated with AABW formation, AMOC, and IPO)

likely contribute to hiatus and accelerated warming

decades, here we focus on one of those, the IPO, to

illustrate the interaction of internally generated vari-

ability and the externally forced response in the Pacific.

The same methodology is applied as in Meehl et al.

(2009) to the hiatus and accelerated warming decades in

the RCP4.5 simulations of CCSM4.

Figure 5 (top) shows the first EOF of low-pass filtered

(13-yr cutoff) Pacific SSTs from the multicentury

CCSM4 preindustrial control run. This is the usual way

that the IPO is defined (e.g., Meehl andHu 2006). As for

the PCM inMeehl et al. (2009), the familiar IPO pattern

is the leading mode of unforced decadal time scale vari-

ability over the Pacific domain, explaining 33.9% of the

variance for that region. To quantify the forced patterns,

Figs. 5 (middle) and 5 (bottom) show the first and second

EOFs, respectively, of the low-pass filtered ensemble

average RCP4.5 runs with CCSM4 for the years 2006–

2100. By computing the average of the five ensemble

members, the presumption is that most of the signal is

from the external forcing, having averaged out much of

the internally generated climate variability. The associ-

ated principal component (PC) time series (not shown)

also shares characteristics with the PCM results in Meehl

et al. (2009), with the dominant EOF1 (Fig. 5b) explain-

ing 94.5% of the variance being mostly the trend and

EOF2, with 2.2% of the variance, representing an IPO-

like pattern. In fact, the pattern correlation of the forced

EOF2 in Fig. 5 (bottom) with the internally generated

IPO inFig. 5 (top) is10.73, confirming the result from the

earlier PCM model that the internally generated vari-

ability associated with the IPO is not totally independent

from at least some component of the externally forced

response. This leads us to apply the samemethod used by

Meehl et al. (2009) to infer the relative contributions of

the three patterns in Fig. 5 to hiatus and accelerated

warming decades.

Figure 6 shows, for the five CCSM4 RCP4.5 ensemble

members with the eight hiatus decades highlighted in

gray, the pattern correlation time series for each of the

three patterns in Fig. 5 projected onto the SSTs in each

of the ensemble members. This is similar to what was

done in Meehl et al. (2009) and involves taking each

pattern in Fig. 5 and performing pattern correlations

between those patterns and the annual mean patterns of

SSTs in each of the ensemble members. The first feature

of Fig. 6 is that the three pattern correlation time series

are related and roughly track each other. This illustrates

the interplay between the internally generated and ex-

ternally forced patterns in the RCP4.5 simulations. Ex-

amination of the eight hiatus decades shows that in

seven out of eight, there is a transition from positive to

negative IPO (or less positive) and, correspondingly,

less forced warming (mostly negative trends for those

time periods). In the decade when the IPO shows the

opposite transition, there is a weakening of the AMOC

and AABW formation (not shown), thus indicating, as

discussed in Fig. 3, that these other processes also con-

tribute to the globally averaged signal. However in most

FIG. 5. (top) The first EOF of 13-yr low-pass filtered SSTs for the

Pacific Ocean domain shown from a 300-yr period of the unforced

CCSM4 control run (the model IPO). (middle) The first EOF of

13-yr low-pass-filtered SSTs for the ensemble mean RCP4.5 simu-

lations from CCSM4 indicating the dominant forced response pat-

tern. (bottom) As in the middle panel but for the second EOF.
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cases, as the tropical Pacific SSTs transition to negative

anomalies with the IPO, there is less power in the pos-

itive SST trends from the forced patterns. In other

words, the IPO tends to overcome the tendency for the

tropical Pacific SSTs to warm from external forcing and

produces negative SST trends there (Fig. 1a).

Figure 7 is a similar plot to Fig. 6, but highlights the

seven accelerated warming decades. Figure 7 shows that

six out of seven accelerated warming decades show a

transition fromnegative to positive IPO (or less negative)

and, correspondingly, more forced warming (mostly

positive trends). For the one IPO transition early in

ensemble member 2 that goes opposite to the others,

there is a strengthening of AABW formation of over 10%

(not shown) that produces the dominant contribution of

the three processes discussed above to that accelerated

warming decade. As noted earlier, any of the three pro-

cesses (AABW formation, AMOC, or IPO) can make a

contribution to either a hiatus or accelerated warming

decade. But of the three, the IPO in the Pacific, interacting

with the response to external forcing, is more consistent

in contributing to those globally averaged signals.

Amore detailed depiction of the SST signatures of the

IPO, AABW, and AMOC is shown in Fig. 8. Indices for

AMOC and AABW, as well as the PC time series of

EOF1 from the control run that represents the IPO, are

FIG. 6. Time series of pattern correlations from projecting the first EOF from the control run (the model IPO in

Fig. 5, top) onto the low-pass filtered SST data from the five ensemblemembers of RCP4.5 fromCCSM4 (solid lines);

similarly, pattern correlations from projecting the first (dotted) and second (dashed) EOFs from the ensemble mean

RCP4.5 experiments (middle and bottom panels of Fig. 5, respectively) onto the low-pass filtered SST data from the

five ensemblemembers of RCP4.5 are also shown.Gray shading indicates the eight hiatus decades. Linear trend lines

of the pattern correlation time series, within the gray-shaded periods, are plotted for the IPO (red) andEOF1 (green)

and EOF2 (blue) of the ensemble average RCP4.5 simulations.
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regressed onto SSTs from the 300-yr control run [since

there is no externally forced trend in the control run,

EOF1 is the IPO, as opposed to EOF2 in the forced runs,

where EOF1 is the externally forced trend (see Meehl

et al. 2009)]. Use of the control run ensures that vari-

ability is only internally generated without any changes

in external forcing.

The AMOC index is defined as the maximum of the

meridional overturning streamfunction below 500-m

depth in the Atlantic. The AABW index is defined as

the minimum of the global meridional streamfunction

between 608 and 808S (for the regressions, the sign of

the AABW index is reversed such that stronger

AABW formation is a larger positive number).

The regression patterns in Fig. 8 show that the positive

phase of the IPO (Fig. 8, top), a strong AMOC (Fig. 8,

middle), and a strong AABW formation (Fig. 8, bottom)

all exhibit similar SST patterns in the Pacific that resemble

the positive phase of the IPO.Thus, the three processes all

can contribute to a pattern with an IPO signature in the

Pacific, though there are some interesting regional dif-

ferences. Stronger AMOC is associated with a narrower

band of positive SST anomalies in the equatorial Pacific

than the other two, possibly linked with processes in the

Atlantic described by Hu et al. (2013). In any case, it can

be seen that any of the three processes can contribute to

a similar large-scale SST anomaly pattern in the Pacific

that can then interact with the externally forced response,

as described above. The processes are thus not in-

dependent, which means that they are physically related

and can work in various combinations to produce similar

responses for hiatus and accelerated warming decades.

5. Conclusions

Previous studies have shown that globally averaged

surface air temperature trends in some decades show

little warming trend (termed hiatus decades, e.g., the

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6 but for the accel-

erated warming decades.
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early 2000s), while others are characterized by a rapid

increase of temperatures (termed accelerated warming

decades, e.g., the 1970s). Here it is shown that such de-

cades, seen in observations, are common in future cli-

mate simulations with a global coupled climate model

(CCSM4) and are a natural product of interactions of

internally generated decadal climate variability and ex-

ternal forcing. A fivemember ensemble from the RCP4.5

simulations with CCSM4 is analyzed to study the relative

roles of internal variability and external forcing to hiatus

and accelerated warming decades. The net energy im-

balance at the top of the atmosphere is about 1Wm22

during all decades considered, including the hiatus and

accelerated warming decades. This indicates that the in-

crease in GHGs in RCP4.5 is maintaining a fairly steady

decadal net energy imbalance with excess heat being

trapped in the system.

From the five ensemblemembers, a total of eight hiatus

decades and seven accelerated warming decades were

chosen. Hiatus periods of longer duration (up to 15yr for

a zero globally averaged temperature trend) also occur in

the RCP4.5 simulations, suggesting that the current ob-

served hiatus could continue for several more years.

Composite linear trends of SSTs show roughly oppo-

site patterns, with greater cooling (warming) in the

tropics and the tropical Pacific in particular, with the

latter characterized by a negative (positive) phase of

the interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO) in the hiatus

(accelerated warming) decades. Analysis of heat content

trends also shows opposite signals, with the upper 300m

of the global oceans warming less than the deeper ocean

layers in the hiatus decades but with more rapid warm-

ing of the upper 300m in the accelerated warming de-

cades compared to the deeper ocean layers. Zonal mean

meridional overturning streamfunction and tempera-

ture trends show that for the accelerated warming de-

cades, there are weaker subtropical cells (STCs) in the

Pacific with stronger Atlantic meridional overturning

circulation (AMOC) andAABW formation, opposite to

what is seen in the hiatus decades.

Analysis of each of the hiatus and accelerated warming

decades shows that such decades can have contributions

from AABW formation, AMOC, or STCs associated

with the IPO either by themselves or in combination with

the others. Indeed, all have global SST signatures similar

to the IPO, demonstrating that they are not independent.

However, of the three processes, the STCs associated

with the IPO have the most consistent contribution to the

hiatus and accelerated warming decades.

Results shown here are examples of the interplay in the

Pacific between external forcing and internally generated

decadal climate variability from the IPO. The warming

from external forcing adds to the positive phase of the

internally generated IPO to contribute to the decades

characterized by accelerated warming, while cooling in

the tropical Pacific from the negative phase of the IPO

overcomes the warming from external forcing and thus

contributes to hiatus decades. Each of the three internally

generated processes can produce a similar SST anomaly

pattern in the Pacific that can then interact with the ex-

ternally forced response to contribute to hiatus or accel-

erated warming decades.
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